
 
          

 
US  :  1998  :  dir. Bryan Singer  :                                              :  111 min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Brad Renfro; Devon St Alban ……………..………………………………………………………… 
Ian McKellen; Bruce Davison; Elias Koteas; Joe Morton; Jan Triska; Michael Byrne;       
Heather McComb; David Schwimmer; Joshua Jackson; James Karen  
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Words   Ω  8    M   Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

5847 2.5 2 0 1,403   -      -      - No unseen 

 
 

Leonard Maltin’s Movie and Video Guide 

2001 review: 

 

“A student [sic] studying the holocaust 

becomes overly absorbed in the subject.  When 

he spots an old man on the bus and realises 

that he’s a former Nazi war criminal, he 

cultivates a curious "friendship" with the 

unrepentant elder.  Fascinating premise, from a 

Stephen King novella, soon grows untenable – 

and doesn’t know when to quit.  Good 

performances by McKellen and Renfro can’t 

save this extremely unpleasant film.  Shot in 

Super-35.  *1/2 ” 

 

 

A Minor Consideration website (April 2000) 

allegations about the shooting of the film: 

 

“ “APT PUPIL” - When things go Very 

Wrong 

 

The allegations coming out of the "APT 

PUPIL" set are disturbing, to say the least. 

The plaintiffs are claiming that they were 

separated from their parents, coerced (by 

threats of dismissal and promises of future 

work) into completely undressing, and filmed 

with full frontal nudity – which is a violation 

of California penal code 311.4.  In addition, a 

still photographer was present on the set 

snapping pictures, and many of the negatives 

have disappeared. 

 

The defendants are not challenging that it 

happened, but are claiming that in doing this, 

they were doing nothing wrong.  It was 

initially claimed that this was approved by the 

Labor Department. This is untrue. All that was 

approved was an emergency work permit for 

14-year old Devon St. Alban.  It is the claim 

that there is nothing wrong that disturbs us the 

most. Let's examine the facts a little closer. 

The children were separated from their parents.  

It is required that parents stay within "sight and 

sound" of their children at all times. This is 

something that responsible producers, directors 

– AND STUDIO TEACHERS (more on this 

later) – take quite seriously. It is known and 

acknowledged that it is not always possible for 

a parent to be physically present with the child. 

Such circumstances include shooting quarters 

that are too small or difficult to handle 

numbers of people.  When this occurs, 

responsible producers set up video monitors 

and sound systems so that the parent is aware 

of what is happening at all times.  This did not 

happen on the “APT PUPIL” set. The parents 

were told they could not be present and no 

alternate arrangements were made.  A question 

must immediately come to the mind of any 

reasonable person:  Why would the producers 

not want the parents to see what was 

happening? What were they afraid of? Could it 

possibly be that they were reasonably certain 

that they couldn't get the children to do this if 

their parents knew it was happening? 

 

Possible coercion of children - This is an 

allegation that is in dispute. Without 

prejudging the events here, we only ask that 

you consider reality.  We have working 

children – dependent upon people such as the 

director and producer – for future work.  They 

are separated from their parents and have no 

place to go for advice. It is alleged that they 

were threatened with dismissal if they didn't 

comply.  No reasonable person can deny that 

the adults present represented authority figures 

to the children.  With the absence of their 

parents, this takes on additional importance. 

Coercion? You decide. 

 

Apt Pupil  



A Minor Consideration has talked to the 

plaintiff's attorneys and several adults present 

on the set.  There are allegations of screaming 

matches, intimidating threats concerning future 

employment, and it is to be remembered that 

14 year old Brad Renfro was present, partially 

clothed, during all of this. 

 

Where was the Studio Teacher?  This is of 

extreme importance. Keep in mind that the set 

had not one, but two teachers for the set.  No 

one can pretend that they didn't know minors 

were present.  The Studio Teacher is the state 

welfare worker. There are only two 

possibilities: either they were present or not.  If 

they were present, then they were clearly part 

of this fiasco.  If they were not present, then 

they were derelict in their duties.  In either 

case, this is shameful! 

 

Why hasn't IATSE spoken to this issue?  As in 

the “TWILIGHT ZONE” tragedy, more than 

100 adults ... the unionised working crew ... 

stood by and did nothing to protect the 

children!  Are jobs so precious that a crew can 

turn its back on a child?  The question now 

must be asked: how much is the public willing 

to permit to secure "entertainment"?  Is it 

really willing to allow children to be treated in 

this fashion for the sake of a film? 

 

Please, let the studio (Columbia / Tri-Star / 

Sony) know how you feel. Contact the 

authorities of the State of California and 

demand that they fulfil their duty to protect 

children.  It's time events such as this are 

stopped.  Let the studio know what you think: 

Columbia/Tri-Star/Sony.  It is imperative that 

the Los Angeles District Attorney handle this 

as the serious case that it is.  Please, take time 

to contact Mr. Garcetti to let him know the 

public is watching: 

Gil Garcetti 

Los Angeles County District 

Attorney's Office 

210 W. Temple St. Rm. 18000  

Los Angeles, CA. 90012  

Phone (213) 974-3512  

email: lada@co.la.ca.us 

 

Events such as this demonstrate one more time 

that the protective link has been broken. ”   

             
 
 
 

 

 

 

No further information currently available.  Brad Renfro came to prominence in 1994 as “THE 
CLIENT”, played Huck Finn to Jonathan Taylor Thomas’ Tom Sawyer in the dismal “TOM 
AND HUCK” (95), and Joseph Mazzello’s comforter in “THE CURE” (95).  I doubt somehow 
that he was only 14 by 1998.  Nothing else is known of Devon St Alban, but it’s a nice name. 
 
As to the fracas on set, what should we make of all that?  We’re told nothing of the context of 
the scene being shot, nor what was actually required of the actors, beyond taking their pants 
off.  Presumably it was a school shower scene, or else a concentration camp sequence.  In 
either case, if the director needed to shoot the boys (one assumes they were boys) naked, 
why should that create such a commotion, with writs and allegations flying?  Hundreds of 
American films, and thousands of European ones, have included such scenes – filming 
children completely naked, of all ages and either sex – without any fuss.  What was so 
different here?  The Minor Consideration report is long on insinuation, short on actual detail. 
 
This pressure group was set up by a number of erstwhile child stars with some legitimate 
grievance against the exploitation of child talent on film and TV.  They monitor closely the 
treatment of child performers today, and offer counselling, legal advice and so forth to the 
child actors themselves.  Worthwhile work, certainly, but alas, A Minor Consideration has 
been thoroughly infected by the child abuse pandemic, as they make only too clear.  Being 
former child stars themselves, they have every reason to know that the principal exploiters of  
 
child performers have always been, and are still today, the children’s mothers.  It is not selfish 
parents, however, which take the brunt of their vitriol, but the studios – who have used and 
then discarded generations of young hopefuls without any thought to the trauma of being a 
household name one year, and a complete nobody the next.  Paul Petersen, Jay North, Ricky 
Schroder, Gary Coleman, Bobby Driscoll, Drew Barrymore, Tommy Rettig, Linda Blair, Mark 
Lester, Hayley Mills – the list of emotional casualties from early exposure to celebrityhood is a  
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long one, and growing still.  A Minor Consideration has a valuable role to play in highlighting 
these problems (I’m sorry, these “ishooz”), but it does itself no favours fulminating like The 
National Enquirer – “Coersion?  You decide” – about some boys who baulked at playing a 
shower scene in the nude.  The fact that there is now a California legal ordinance forbidding 
such scenes in films is too ridiculous for words, but the same pandemic is to blame for that. 
 
 
See subject index under DISCRIMINATION / PREJUDICE, SPECIAL FRIENDSHIPS, 
STEPHEN KING ADAPTATIONS and WAR, and see under NUDITY for hundreds of 
mainstream films for children or family audiences containing such scenes as would violate 
California penal code 311.4. 
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